INSTALLATION MANUAL

Atom Seating® recommends you to read the instruction manual carefully
before starting the assembly. The process may also require up to 2 personnel.
Each package is equipped with items.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

The seat base
The seat back
Y cables
Adapters
Nuts and L brackets

1. Attach the seat back to the seat base
Atom Seating' s VIP Recliner comes structurally pre- assembled – only back seat installation is required. Once
unboxed, the back-rest is to be placed into position using the brackets on the seat as shown in image. Inserting
the back-rest onto the seat, correctly, should make a ‘click sound’.

2. Installing as a Continues row
When installed as a continuous row, the configuration of the seats would be double arm chair + single right
arm chair + single right arm chair and so on (facing the screen). Starting from the left, the initial double arm
seat is placed into position. It will have two brackets on the outer side of right arm. A single right arm chair
with two brackets on the left side seat frame will be positioned to interlock with those of the double arm
chairs as shown in the image. Continue the process for all the rows.

3. Power On
Find the 2 prone cables attached to the recliner. Every two seat requires a single power supply. Use the Y cable
to connect adjacent seats together which is in turn connected to the power supply.
Note: The power adapter may be attached/strapped to every other seat with Y cable installed for shipping
convenience. In such case, it can be detached and the two prong cable from its adjacent seat can be connected
to it. Now connect the power adapter to an outlet and test. Each power adapter draws 1.8A and powers 2
recliners. Specification of the power adapter: Input: 110V~240V Output: DC 29V, 1.8A

4. Attach the Seat to the Ground
a.

Using the L Brackets, these are to be installed with screws provided onto the inner side of the arms. 2
x L brackets can be used per arm. There are no pre-drilled holes required for the installation of the L
brackets on the arm and can be installed at any location convenient on the arm.
b. For seat to be installed on slope floors: Uninstall the original legs by unscrewing it. Install the new leg.
Adjust the position of the L bracket on the arm based on the height of the front leg.

